Farmington Public Safety Department

WEEKLY SHIFT REPORT
April 8, 2019 through April 14, 2019
CALL TYPE & QUANTITY
TOTAL CALLS
258

TRAFFIC STOPS
149

MEDICALS
17

FIRE CALLS
3

CRASHES
3

ARREST TYPE & QUANTITY
OWI
0

OUID
0

DWLS
7

WARRANT
11

FELONY
2

SUMMARY OF NOTABLE INCIDENTS

Solicitor(s)

On April 8, 2019 at approximately 11:48 am, an officer responded to a complaint about soliciting
on Birchwood. The officer located two subject in the area, and learned that they were soliciting without
a permit for Tru Green. The officer issued citations to the 29-year-old male and 20-year-old male
subjects.

Harassment

On April 8, 2019 at approximately 11:57 pm, an officer responded to a residence in Country
Apartments regarding a harassing communications complaint. Upon arrival, the officer learned from the
complainant that she met a male friend on a website called OKCupid. After a exchanging a number of
messages, the complainant stated that she no longer wanted to communicate with him. However, the
37-year-old male subject continued to send her messages. The officer located the subject, and attempt
to make contact with him at his residence, but they were unable and left a business card. The officer
followed up with the complainant and learned that the subject has not contacted her since the initial
report.

Retail Fraud

On April 9, 2019 at approximately 8:06 pm, an officer responded to a call about a theft of
electronic devices at AT&T. The officer, after reviewing the store surveillance video, learnedthat a black
male, 20’s, thin build wearing black pants, a blue University of Michigan hoodie and a baseball hat; and a
black female, 20’s, heavier build, black hair, wearing a black pants, a black and white jacket and a white
Nike t-shirt were involved in the theft of an Apple watch valued at $529.00 USD. The case was turned
over to a detective for follow up and identification of the two suspects.
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Retail Fraud

On April 10, 2019 at approximately 5:53 am, the attendant at Marathon Gas station reported
that a black male and black female stole three quarts of Marathon motor oil, and fled on foot west
bound. A responding officer, observed a suspicious vehicle behind a closed business a short distance
from Marathon. The officer approached the vehicle and found that the description of two of the three
occupants were similar to the description of the suspects that fled from Marathon. The officer also
located two oil bottles on the ground. A 19-year-old male subject admitted to taking the oil because his
engine was knocking. The officer arrested the subject who was housed pending arraignment.

CCW - Handgun

On April 12, 2019 at approximately 11:37 pm, an officer stopped a vehicle in the area of
Freedom and Farmington for no insurance. The officer observed a holstered black handgun on the left
hip of the driver. The driver stated that she was a Lyft driver, the handgun was for protection and that
she did not have a CPL. The driver further stated she thought that she could “open carry” in her vehicle
without a CPL. The officer arrested the 49-year-old female driver for CCW. She was held pending the
Oakland County Prosecutor’s review of the case.

Flee and Elude Police

On April 14, 2019 at approximately 12:57 am, an officer attempted to stop a gold Cadillac in the
area of Grand River Ave. and Orchard Lake after running the license plate and learning that the license
plate was improper. The suspect vehicle failed to stop for the officer. The pursuit was terminated in the
area of Grand River Ave. and 8 Mile due to the excessive speed of the suspect vehicle. A description of
the suspect vehicle was sent out to area departments.
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